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x x  .Let r, s g 0, 1 . We prove that a Banach space X satisfies the M r, s -inequality
i.e.,
5 5 5 5 5 5x*** G r p x*** q s x*** y p x*** ; x*** g X***,
.where p is the canonical projection of X*** onto X* whenever r q sr2 ) 1 and
 .  .Hthere exists a norm one projection P on L X * with Ker P s K X satisfying
5 5 5 5 5 5f G r Pf q s f y Pf ; f g L X *. .
 .  .We characterize the last property of K X in L X by a strong version of the
metric compact approximation property of X. Our results extend some well-known
results on M-ideals. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w x  4According to the terminology in 6 , a subspace X / 0 of a Banach
space Y is said to be an ideal in Y if there exists a norm one projection P
H   . 4on Y * with Ker P s X s y* g Y *: y* x s 0 ; x g X . If, moreover,
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x xholds for given r, s g 0, 1 , then we say that X is an ideal satisfying the
 .M r, s -inequality in Y. Every Banach space X is an ideal in its bidual X**
 . with respect to the canonical projection p s j j * where j : X ª X**X * X X
. is the canonical embedding of X*** onto X* or, more precisely,
 ..j X* . IfX *
5 5 5 5 5 5x*** G r p x*** q s x*** y p x*** ; x*** g X***,
 .then we say that X satisfies the M r, s -inequality.
 .It is clear, that X is an ideal satisfying the M 1, 1 -inequality in Y if and
only if X is an M-ideal in Y. In this case, X satisfies property U: following
w xR. R. Phelps 25 , we say that a subspace X of a Banach space Y has
property U in Y if every x* g X* has a unique norm preserving extension
y* g Y *. If X is an ideal with property U in Y, then the projection P is
 .clearly unique. If an ideal satisfies the M 1, s -inequality, then it has
property U, but there are ideals without property U satisfying, e.g., the
 .M r, 1 -inequality, as it can be seen below in Section 4.
In a Banach space X, we denote the closed unit ball by B . For a setX
A : X its linear span is denoted by span A and its convex hull by conv A.
 .We denote by L X the Banach space of all bounded linear operators on
 .X and by K X its subspace of compact operators. Let L denote any
 .  .subspace of L X containing K X and the identity operator I of X.
Ê w x  w x.By a well-known result due to A. Lima 16 cf. also 10, p. 291 , X is an
 .M-ideal in X** whenever K X is an M-ideal in L . The similar result is
w x  .also valid for property U 17 , u-ideals h-ideals with property U, and
w xHB-subspaces 23 . It is not known whether the similar result is true for
 .  . w xu-ideals h-ideals ; it is not true for strict u-ideals h-ideals 23 . In
 .Section 2, we prove that if r q sr2 ) 1, then X satisfies the M r, s -in-
 .  .equality whenever K X satisfies the M r, s -inequality in L for some
projection P. This result is used in Section 3, where we characterize the
 .  .property that K X is an ideal satisfying the M r, s -inequality in L by a
strong version of the metric compact approximation property of X. In the
w xcase of r s s s 1, the result is due to W. Werner 26 . Finally, in Section 4,
 .we give some examples of Banach spaces X such that K X is an ideal
 .  .satisfying the M r, s -inequality in L X without being an M-ideal in
 .L X .
 .2. THE M r, s -INEQUALITY IS HEREDITARY
 .FROM K X TO X
ÊBy the result of A. Lima, mentioned above, a Banach space X is an
 .M-ideal in X** whenever K X is an M-ideal in L . In Theorem 2.5
 .below, we shall prove that X satisfies the M r, s -inequality whenever
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 .  .r q sr2 ) 1 and K X satisfies the M r, s -inequality in L for some
projection. Whereas the proof of the Lima's result consists in quite a direct
 w x.application of the 3-ball property cf. e.g., 10, p. 291 , the M-ideal theory
methods seem not to work in the general case. The proof of Theorem 2.5
 .is based on the fact that K X * contains ``sufficiently many'' functionals
admitting unique norm-preserving extensions. It uses Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3,
 .from which the latter already yields the result for the M 1, s -inequality
 .cf. Corollary 2.4 below .
We shall also need the following property of spaces satisfying the
 .M r, s -inequality which involves the set w*-sexp B of the weak* stronglyX *
exposed points of B .X *
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. If a Banach space X satisfies the M r, s -inequality for
r q s ) 1, then X is an Asplund space and
X* s span w*-sexp B . .X *
w x Proof. By 2, Proposition 2.5 this result is proved similarly to the
w x w x.M-ideal case in 8, Lemma 4.1 or 10, p. 133 , X is an Asplund space and
X* does not contain any proper norming subspace. Since X is an Asplund
 . space, B coincides with the weak* closure of conv w*-sexp B cf., e.g.,X * X *
w x.  .24, Theorem 5.12 . Hence span w*-sexp B is a norming subspace, andX *
therefore it must be equal to X*.
LEMMA 2.2. Let r, s F 1 be positi¨ e numbers. If X is an ideal satisfying
 .the M r, s -inequality in a Banach space Y, then for all n g N, x , . . . , x g1 n
B , y g B , and e ) 0, there is z g X such thatX Y
5 5rx q sy y z F 1 q e , i s 1, . . . , n.i
5 5Proof. Let P denote the associated projection on Y * with P s 1 and
H  .Ker P s X . The fact that X satisfies the M r, s -inequality in Y for P
means that the operator
y* ¬ rPy*, s y* y Py* . .
from Y * to Y * [ Y * has norm F 1. Its adjoint has also norm F 1, which1
is equivalent to
5 5 5 5 4rP*y** q s z** y P*z** F max y** , z** ; y**, z** g Y **. .
Since Im P* s X H H , this implies, for x g B , i s 1, . . . , n, and y g B ,i X Y
that
rx q s y y P*y F 1. .i
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 .Hence, denoting by B a, r the closed ball with center a and radius r,
n
H HX l B rx q sy , 1 / B .F i
is1
Ê w xin Y **. This means, by a result of A. Lima 15, Corollary 1.3 , that for all
e ) 0, there is z g X satisfying
n
z g B rx q sy , 1 q e . .F i
is1
x x x x  .LEMMA 2.3. Let r g 1r2, 1 and s g 0, 1 . If K X is an ideal satisfying
 .  .the M r, s -inequality in L , then X satisfies the M 2 r y 1, s -inequality.
Proof. First of all we show that, for every n g N, x , . . . , x g B ,1 n X
5 5x** g X** with x** s 1, and e ) 0, there is z g X such that
5 5rx q sx** y z F 1 q e . 2.1 .i
<  . <Let x* g B satisfy 1 y x** x* F er2 r. Define operators S s x* mX * i
 .x g B . By Lemma 2.2, there is S g K X such thati K  X .
5 5rS q sI y S F 1 q er2, i s 1, . . . , n.i
Consequently, since S is compact, for z s S**x** g X, we have
UU UU UU UU U5 5rx q sx** y z s rS q sI y S x q r 1 y x x x .  . .i i i
F 1 q e .
Consider now x*** s x* q x Hg X***, where x* s p x*** g X* and
x Hs x*** y x* g X H . Given e ) 0, choose x g X and x** g X** with
5 5 5 5x s x** s 1 satisfying
5 5 H 5 H 5x* x G x* y e , x x** G x y e . .  .
 .By 2.1 , there is z g X such that
5 5" rx q sx** y z F 1 q e .
This yields
5 5 5 51 q e x*** q x* .  .
G Re x* q x H rx q sx** y z q Re x* rx y sx** q z .  .  .
s 2 rx* x q sx H x** .  .
5 5 5 H 5G 2 r x* q s x y 2 r q s e , .
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and therefore
5 5 5 5 5 H 5x*** G 2 r y 1 x* q s x , .
as required.
 .  .COROLLARY 2.4. If K X is an ideal satisfying the M 1, s -inequality in
 .L , then X satisfies the M 1, s -inequality.
x x  .THEOREM 2.5. Let r, s g 0, 1 be such that r q sr2 ) 1. If K X is an
 .  .ideal satisfying the M r, s -inequality in L , then X satisfies the M r, s -in-
equality.
 .  .Proof. Since X satisfies the M 2 r y 1, s -inequality cf. Lemma 2.3
 .with 2 r y 1 q s ) 1, by Proposition 2.1,
X* s span w*-sexp B . 2.2 .  .X *
Consider x*** s x* q x H , where x* s p x*** g X* and x Hs x*** y
H 5 5 5 5 5 H 5x* g X . We have to show that x*** G r x* q s x . For a given
5 5 H  . 5 H 5e ) 0, pick x** g X**, x** s 1, satisfying x x** G x y e . Con-
 .  .sider f s x** m x*** g L *, defined by f T s x*** T**x** , T g L . Then
f s g q h, where g s x** m x* and h s x** m x H are defined in the
same manner as f. Since
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 < 5 5 5g F x** ? x* s x* s g F g ,X *mX
5 5 5 5  .H   .we have g s x* . We also have that h g K X because h S s
H  .  .  ..x S**x** s 0 whenever S g K X since S**x** g X and
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5f F x** ? x*** s x*** ,
5 5 H 5 H 5h G h I s x x** G x y e . .  .
 . n U UBy 2.2 , there is a linear combination x* s  l x g X* of x g w*-Ã is1 i i i
5 5sexp B satisfying x* y x* F e . Denote g s x** m x* g L * and g sÃ Ã ÃX * i
U 5 5 wx** m x g L *, i s 1, . . . , n. Then g y g F e , and, by the proof of 18,Ãi
Ê .xLemma 3.4, a by A. Lima, the functionals g are the unique norm-i
U  . preserving extensions to L of functionals x** m x g K X * defined byi
 U . .  U .  ..x** m x S s x** S*x , S g K X .i i
5 5Let P denote the associated projection on L * with P s 1 and
 .H <Ker P s K X . Since Pg is a norm-preserving extension of g sK  X .i i
U  .x** m x g K X *, we have Pg s g , i s 1, . . . , n, and consequently alsoi i i
n Ã .  .Pg s P  l g s g. Applying the M r, s -inequality to f [ g q h yieldsÃ Ã Ãis1 i i
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Ã5 5 5 5 5 5f G r g q s h , and thereforeÃ
Ã H5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x*** q e G f q e G f G r g y e q s x y e .  .
5 5 5 H 5s r x* q s x y r q s e . .
H5 5 5 5 5 5Hence, x*** G r x* q s x , as required.
 .  .COROLLARY 2.6. If K X is an ideal satisfying the M r, 1 -inequality in
 .L for r ) 1r2, then X satisfies the M r, 1 -inequality.
w x  .In 2 , properties of spaces satisfying the M r, s -inequality were studied.
Theorem 2.5 gives access to these results. The following is an immediate
wconsequence of Corollaries 2.4 and 2.6 and 2, Theorems 3.1 and 4.4,
x  w xCorollary 3.4 these results in 2 are proved similarly to the M-ideal case
w x w x.in 7, 4 or 10, pp. 31]32, 132]133, 140]143 .
 .  .COROLLARY 2.7. If K X is an ideal satisfying the M 1, s -inequality in
 .  .L , then X has Pełczynski's properties u and V ; in particular, if X isÂ
nonreflexi¨ e, then X contains a subspace isomorphic to c , and X* contains a0
 .complemented subspace isomorphic to l . If K X is an ideal satisfying the1
 .M r, 1 -inequality in L for some r ) 1r2, then X admits a shrinking projec-
tional resolution of the identity and is weakly compactly generated.
 .3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE M r, s -INEQUALITY
FOR COMPACT OPERATORS
 .Recall that a net of compact operators K on a Banach space X isa
called a shrinking compact approximation of the identity if lim K x s xa a
and lim KU x* s x* for every x g X and x* g X*. One says that X hasa a
the metric compact approximation property whenever there is a net of
 .compact operators K on X satisfying lim K x s x for every x g Xa a a
5 5and K F 1 for all a .a
The following important characterization of Banach spaces X for which
 .  . w xK X is an M-ideal in L X was obtained by W. Werner 26 in terms of
 .  .operators defined on X : K X is an M-ideal in L X if and only if X
 .admits a shrinking compact approximation of the identity K such thata
lim SK q T I y K F 1 .a a
a
w xwhene¨er S, T g B . This theorem was proved in 26 using BanachL  X .
algebra techniques.
The aim of this section is to establish the following extension of the
theorem of W. Werner.
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x xTHEOREM 3.1. Let X be a Banach space and let r, s g 0, 1 be such that
 .  .r q sr2 ) 1. Then K X is an ideal satisfying the M r, s -inequality in L if
 .and only if X admits a shrinking compact approximation of the identity Ka
5 5such that K F 1 for all a , anda
lim rSK q sT I y K F 1 .a a
a
whene¨er S, T g B .L
The proof of Theorem 3.1 will be partially modelled after the proof of
w xits M-ideal version in 26 ; however, we shall not employ Banach algebra
techniques, staying in the context of Banach space methods. Moreover, the
proof of Theorem 3.1 uses Proposition 3.2 below together with Theorem
2.5 and Proposition 2.1 as a key result.
 . PROPOSITION 3.2. Let K X be an ideal in L . If X* s span w*-
.sexp B , then X admits a shrinking compact approximation of the identityX *
 . 5 5K with K F 1 for all a . If moreo¨er, X is an Asplund space, then thea a
 .Hnorm one projection P on L * with Ker P s K X is unique.
 .Remark. It is well known that B s conv w*-sexp B wheneverX * X *
 .  w x.K X is an M-ideal in L cf., e.g., 10, pp. 291 and 127 . The fact that X
 .admits a shrinking compact approximation of the identity whenever K X
Ê . w xis an M-ideal in L X was established by P. Harmand and A. Lima in 9
 w x.cf. 10, p. 295 . This result is now considered as a real breakthrough in
 w xthe process of studying M-ideals of compact operators cf. 10, pp. 333]336
.for a brief history and references .
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let P be a norm one projection on L * with
 .H  < .Ker P s K X . Then Pf s f f , f g L *, for a linear norm-pre-K  X .
 .   .serving extension operator f: K X * ª L * define f g s Pf, g g K X *,
.where f g L * is any extension of g . Consider the topology s s
   . .. s L , f K X * . Since B is s-dense in B this is immediate fromK  X . L
.  .the bipolar theorem , K ª I in the s-topology for some net K ina a
 .B . Consider any x** m x* g K X * with x** g X** and x* g w*-K  X .
w  .xsexp B . By the proof of 18, Lemma 3.4, a , x** m x* has a uniqueX *
  ..  .norm-preserving extension to the whole L X . Thus, f x** m x* s x**
  .. .m x* g L *. Since f x** m x* K y I ª 0, we conclude thata
 U .  .x** K x* ª x** x* for all x** g X** and x* g w*-sexp B . This im-a X *
 UU UU . UUplies that the bounded net K x : X converges pointwise to x**a
g X** on X* for every x** g X**, which means that KU ª I in thea X *
weak operator topology. Since the weak and strong operator topologies
 w x.yield the same dual space cf., e.g., 3, Theorem VI.1.4 , after passing to
convex combinations twice, we may assume that both K ª I and KU ªa X a
I strongly.X *
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Suppose now that X is also an Asplund space. Let Q be any norm one
 .H  .projection on L * with Ker Q s K X and c : K X * ª L * being a
 < .linear norm preserving extension operator such that Qf s c f ,K  X .
f g L *. We need to prove that c s f.
 .  wWe shall use the fact that K X * s X** m X* implied by 5, Theorem
x .1 since X is an Asplund space . Set
 4A s x** m x*: x** g X**, x* g X* : K X * .
and
 4B s x** m x*: x** g X**, x* g w*-sexp B : K X *. .X *
 .Since X* s span w*-sexp B , we clearly have that A : span B. AndX *
 .  .since span A s K X *, we also have the equality span B s K X *. Hence,
< <it remains to show that c s f . But, for all x** m x* g B, as we sawB B
 .above, f x** m x* s x** m x* g L *, and also by the same argument,
 .c x** m x* s x** m x* g L *.
 .COROLLARY 3.3. Let X be a Banach space such that K X is an M-ideal
 .  .in L X . Let E be a subspace of a quotient space of X. Then K E is an
 .  .   .  4.M-ideal in L E whene¨er K E is an ideal in span K E j I .E
 w x w x w x .Proof. It is known cf. 22 or 10, p. 301 , or 14 for separable X that
 .  .K E is an M-ideal in L E if and only if E has the metric compact
approximation property. On the other hand, since X is an M-ideal in X**
 .  w x.see Section 2 , E is an M-ideal in E** see, e.g., 10, p. 111 . Therefore
 w x.cf., e.g., Proposition 2.1 or 10, p. 127 ,
E* s span w*-sexp B , .E*
and so, by Proposition 3.2, E has the metric compact approximation
 .   .  4.property whenever K E is an ideal in span K E j I .E
w xProof of Theorem 3.1. Recall the following result due to J. Johnson 12 .
 .Let K be a shrinking compact approximation of the identity for X sucha
5 5that K F 1 for all a . Then, by passing to a subnet, one may assumea
 .that lim g SK exists for all g g L * and S g L , and P: L * ª L *a a
defined by
Pg S s lim g SK , g g L *, S g L , 3.1 .  .  .  .a
a
 .His a norm one projection with Ker P s K X .
Necessity. By Theorem 2.5 and Propositions 2.1 and 3.2, X admits a
 .shrinking compact approximation of the identity K : B which, bya K  X .
 .the above, may be assumed to satisfy 3.1 for a norm one projection on
 .HL * such that Ker P s K X and
5 5 5 5 5 5g G r Pg q s g y Pg ;g g L *.
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 .For S g L , denote by L the operator on L defined by L T s ST ,S S
T g L . Note that
P*S s LUU P*I ;S g L . 3.2 .  .S
  .This holds because, for all g g L *, by 3.1 ,
LUU P*I g s P*I LU g .  .  .  . .S S
s lim LU g K s lim g SK s P*S g . .  .  .  .  . .S a a
a a
w x  wNow, as in the proof of 26, Theorem 3.5 or 10, Theorem V.3.2 on
x.  .p. 227 , we consider the set of all b s F, G, H, e , where F : L **, G :
L*, H : L are finite dimensional subspaces, F containing P*I, and e ) 0,
directed in a natural way. By a version of the principle of local reflexivity,
w xdue to E. Behrends 1 , for every b , there exists an operator T : spanb
  UU 4.F j L f : S g H, f g F ª L such thatS
T S s S ;S g F l L ; 3.3 .b
g T f s f g ; f g F , ;g g G; 3.4 .  . .b
5 5 5 5T f F 1 q e f ; f g F ; 3.5 .  .b
UU < 5 5L T y T L F e S ;S g H . . FS b b S
 .Note that the last condition together with 3.2 implies
5 5ST P*I y T P*S F e S ;S g H . 3.6 .  .  .b b
  ..  . .  .  . .We have that g T P*I ª P*I g and g K ª P*I g for allb a
  .  ..g g L * cf. 3.4 and 3.1 . Therefore, after switching to the product index
 .set with the product ordering and passing to convex combinations, we
may assume that
K y T P*I ª 0. 3.7 .  .a a
Consider S, T g B . As in the proof of Lemma 2.2,L
rP*S q s T y P*T F 1. .
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 .  .  .  .Conditions 3.7 , 3.6 , 3.3 , and 3.5 together with the last inequality yield
lim rSK q sT I y K s lim rT P*S q s T y T P*T .  .  . .a a a a
a a
s lim T rP*S q s T y P*T F 1. . .a
a
 .Sufficiency. Consider g g L *. By 3.1 , for all S, T g B ,L
r Pg S q s g y Pg T s lim g rSK q sT I y K , .  .  .  .  . .a a
a
 .Hwhere P is a norm one projection on L * with Ker P s K X . It follows
that
5 5 5 5 5 5r Pg q s g y Pg F g .
4. EXAMPLES
We conclude with some examples of ideals of compact operators satisfy-
 .ing M r, s -inequalities. We need the following result which is essentially
w xproved in 20 .
x xPROPOSITION 4.1. Let X be a Banach space and r, s g 0, 1 . If there is a
 .sequence K in B con¨erging strongly to the identity such thatn K  X .
lim sup rK x q s I y K y F 1, .n n
5 5 5 5n x , y F1
 .  .  .then K X is an ideal satisfying the M r, s -inequality in L X .
Proof. It is similar to the proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 3.1
w x  .  .above. By a result of J. Johnson 12 , passing to a subnet K of K ,na . n
 .  .  .one has that lim g K S exists for all g g L X * and S g L X , anda na .
 .  .P: L X * ª L X * defined by
Pg S s lim g K S , g g L X *, S g L X .  .  .  . .na.
a
  ..  .Hcf. 3.1 , is a norm one projection with Ker P s K X . Since for all
S, T g B ,L  X .
r Pg S q s g y Pg T s lim g rK S q s I y K T .  .  .  .  . .na . na .
a
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and
lim rK S q s I y K T .na . na .
a
F lim sup rK x q s I y K y F 1, .na . na .
5 5 5 5a x , y F1
it follows that
5 5 5 5 5 5r Pg q s g y Pg F g .
Below, we shall apply Proposition 4.1 to sequence spaces X with K ,n
n g N, being the natural projections associated to the unit vector basis
of X.
 .  w xLet d w, p denote the Lorentz sequence space cf., e.g., 19 for the
.definition .
  ..EXAMPLE 4.2. The space K d w, p , p ) 1, is an ideal satisfying the
 .   .. p pM r, s -inequality in L d w, p for all positive r and s with r q s F 1.
Proof. The condition of Proposition 4.1 is satisfied because
p p p p prK x q s I y K y F K rx q I y K sy F r q s .  .  .  .n n n n
5 5 5 5whenever x , y F 1.
w x  w x.   ..As it was shown by J. Hennefeld 11 cf. also 10, p. 305 , K d w, p is
  ..   ..not an M-ideal in L d w, p . Nevertheless, K d w, p , p ) 1, is still an
  ..  w x.  .HB-subspace of L d w, p cf. 11 . In the following examples, K X
 .cannot be an M-ideal in L X because it does not enjoy one or another
of well-known properties of M-ideals e.g., is not an HB-subspace, is not
.proximinal, or does not have property U . Concerning Examples 4.3 and
 .4.4 below, let us recall that the M 1, s -inequality implies property U.
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let 0 - l - 1. Let c denote the equivalent renormingÃ0
w xof c due to J. Johnson and J. Wolfe 13 with the norm0
< < < < < <x s sup x rl, x y x , x y x , . . . . 4 .n 1 1 2 1 3
 .   .  ..Then K c is an ideal satisfying the M 1, 1 y l r 1 q l -inequality inÃ0
 .L c without being an HB-subspace.Ã0
Proof. The first assertion immediately follows from the proof of Exam-
w x  .ple 4 in 21 and Proposition 4.1. The fact that K c is not an HB-sub-Ã0
 . w xspace of L c is established in 23 .Ã0
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EXAMPLE 4.4. Let 0 - m - 1 with m s ` m , m ) 0. Let c de-Ïns1 n n 0
note the equivalent renorming of c with the norm0
n
< < < <x s sup x q m x . . n n k k 5
n ks1
 .  .  .Then K c is an ideal satisfying the M 1, 1 y m -inequality in L cÏ Ï0 0
without being proximinal.
 .  .Proof. For any x s x and y s y in B , we haven n cÏ0
K x q 1 y m I y K y .  .n n
s x , . . . , x , 1 y m y , 1 y m y , . . . .  . .1 n nq1 nq2
n
5 5 < < < <F max x , sup 1 y m y q m x . nqk j j k js1
nqk
< <q 1 y m m y .  j j 5 5
jsnq1
n
5 5 5 5F sup x , 1 y m y q m .  j 5
n js1
5 5 5 5s max x , 1 y m y q m F 1, 4 .
5 5 < < < < < <because x F 1 implies x q m x F 1, j g N, hence x - 1 for allj j j j
 .  .j g N. By Proposition 4.1, K c is an ideal satisfying the M 1, 1 y m -Ï0
 .inequality in L c .Ï0
  ..Now we show that dist I, K c cannot be attained by any compactÏ0
 .operator. Recall that every T g L c has a natural representation by anÏ0
infinite matrix. Let D be the diagonal operator represented by theT
5 5 5 5  w x.diagonal of this matrix. Then D F T cf., e.g., 19, p. 20 . In particu-T
lar, since compact operators can be uniformly approximated by finite rank
 .  .operators, this implies that D g K c whenever T g K c . Therefore,Ï ÏT 0 0
 . 5 5   .. 5 5if T g K c satisfied I y T s dist I, K c , then also I y D sÏ Ï0 0 T
  ..  .  . dist I, K c . Denote by d the diagonal of D . Then d g c recallÏ0 k T k 0
that a diagonal operator on c is compact if and only if its diagonal0
.belongs to c . Let0
1
e s 0, . . . , 0, , 0, 0, . . . ,Ïn ^ ` _ /1 q mn
n y 1
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5 5and notice that e s 1, n g N. Consequently,Ïn
5 5 5 51 s I G dist I , K c s I y D .Ï .0 T
n< < < <1 y d m 1 y dn k kG I y D e s q ;n g N. .Ï T n 1 q m 1 q mn kks1
Hence we would have
` < <m 1 y dk k
1 G 1 q . 1 q mkks1
This would imply d s 1 for all k g N, a contradiction.k
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let 0 - n - 1. Let c s K = c denote the equivalentÄ0 0
renorming of c with the norm0
< < 5 5 5 5 4a , z s max a q n z , z , a g K, z g c , . 0
5 5  .where z is the usual norm in c . Then K c is an ideal satisfying theÄ0 0
 .  .M 1 y n , 1 -inequality in L c without having property U.Ä0
 .  .Proof. For any x s a , x , x , . . . and y s b , y , y , . . . in B , we1 2 1 2 cÄ0
have
1 y n K x q I y K y .  .nq1 nq1
s 1 y n a , 1 y n x , . . . , 1 y n x , y , y , . . . .  .  . .1 n nq1 nq2
< < 5 5 5 5F max 1 y n a q n max 1 y n x , y , 4  .  .
5 5 5 5max 1 y n x , y 4 4 .
F max 1 y n q n , 1 s 1. 4 .
 .  .By Proposition 4.1, K c is an ideal satisfying the M 1 y n , 1 -inequalityÄ0
 .in L c .Ä0
 .  .If K c had property U in L c , then c would have property U inÄ Ä Ä0 0 0
UU  w x.c cf. 17, Proof of Theorem 4.5 . We show that this is not the case. It isÄ0
straightforward to verify that cUUU s K = lU with the normÄ0 `
U< < < < 5 5a , w s max a , 1 y n a q w , a g K, w g l , 4 .  . `
5 5 U  . U  .where w is the usual norm in l . Consider g s 1, 0 g c , f s 1, 0 gÄ` 0 1
UUU  . UUUc , and f s 1, n lim g c , where lim denotes a Banach limit. ThenÄ Ä0 2 0
5 5 5 5 5 5f and f are two different extensions of g with f s f s 1 s g .1 2 1 2
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